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ABSTRACT

Purpose: This study aimed to investigate if player tactical skill level and age category influence team performance and player exploratory behavior in tasks with different difficulty levels.

Method: In total, 48 youth male soccer players participated in the study (U15, n = 24, mean age = 13.06 ± 1.53 years; U17, n = 24, mean age = 16.89 ± 0.11 years). Player tactical skills were evaluated through the System of Tactical Assessment in Soccer (FUT-SAT), allowing them to be organized into three groups according to tactical efficiency: Higher tactical skill level (Group 01), Intermediate tactical skill level (Group 02), and Lower tactical skill level (Group 03). Next, Group 01 and Group 03 of both categories performed six Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (SSCG) each, namely three High difficulty SSCGs and three Low difficulty SSCGs. Team performance and players’ exploratory behavior were analyzed through the Offensive Sequences Characterization System and Lag Sequential Analysis, respectively.

Results: We found that team performance and players’ exploratory behavior were influenced both by the age and tactical skill level of the players, as well as by task difficulty level.

Conclusion: Therefore, in an attempt to improve player performance, practitioners must carefully manipulate key task constraints to adapt training task difficulty levels to player age and tactical skill level.

In recent years, Nonlinear Pedagogy (NP) has emerged as an important pedagogical approach for learning in sports settings, since it explores the nonlinear nature of behavior and the adaptive process to competitive environments (Chow, Davids, Button, & Renshaw, 2016; Chow et al., 2007; Chow, Davids, Hristovski, Araújo, & Passos, 2011). In NP, adaptive behaviors emerge from interacting of individual, environment and task constraints, highlighting the importance of an individualized practice (player-centered), even in team sports settings (Chow et al., 2016). Therefore, NP supports practitioners with principles to design structured and individualized practices through representative training tasks (i.e., exercises that seek to intentionally simulate competitive contexts that enable players to become attuned to key sources of information that guide their decisions and actions in training contexts) in an attempt to enhance learning in the context of soccer (Chow et al., 2016; Travassos, Duarte, Vilar, Davids, & Araújo, 2012).

In soccer, Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (SSCG) are considered representative training tasks, since they are modified versions of the formal match, maintaining the key sources of information that support player decision-making and promoting similar collective behaviors to the formal match (Ometto et al., 2018; Pinder, Davids, Renshaw, & Araújo, 2011; Travassos, Duarte, et al., 2012). Evidence obtained in SSCG studies provides important information regarding how player and team performance is affected by the manipulation of key task constraints (Ometto et al., 2018; Serra-Olivares & Garcia-Rubio, 2017). However, player age and skill level also affect team performance in SSCGs. Regarding the influence of player age, previous research has revealed that teams composed of older players demonstrated better use of game space, presenting higher team dispersion, and offered greater regularity in their collective tactical behavior (Folgado, Lemmink, Frencken, & Sampaio, 2014; Olthof, Frencken, & Lemmink, 2015; Travassos, Coutinho, Gonçalves, Pedroso, & Sampaio, 2018). Moreover,
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there is also important evidence that highlights how players with different skill levels tend to behave differently when the same key task constraints are manipulated in SSCGs (Almeida, Ferreira, & Volossovitch, 2013; Dellal, Hill-Haas, Lago-Peñas, & Chamari, 2011; Silva et al., 2014).

In this perspective, a player’s capacity to explore key informational constraints and adjust their behavior to each game setting is individualized according to the individual player’s capabilities. Players perceive the game environment in terms of possibilities of actions (affordances) in an attempt to achieve specific task goals (e.g., recover ball possession and create/close spaces, etc.; see Fajen, Riley, & Turvey, 2009). That is, the identification of affordances over the game is highly constrained by player’s perceptual attunement to key informational constraints (i.e., capability to identify the most informative variables that support goals’ achievement) and to calibration to perform (i.e., capability to adjust the actions to the requirements of environment according to the purpose goals; see Fajen et al., 2009). Therefore, a possibility of action for a given individual may not be the same for another (Travassos, Araújo, et al., 2012). This has important implications for the design of practice tasks that ensure good transfer to the competitive context. Therefore, in an attempt to improve players learning, as well as maintain key sources of information in practice scenarios that ensure the functional coupling between perception and action processes, practitioners must have knowledge and respect the intrinsic dynamics of players (i.e., current predisposition to achieve a task), which is shaped by age, experience, and skill level (Renshaw & Chow, 2019; Travassos, Araújo, et al., 2012).

Therefore, it is crucial that task difficulty and complexity levels are appropriate for player skill level. Travassos (2014) supports that the task difficulty level (d = (number of opponents in the task/number of action possibilities of player with ball possession) x 100) refers to the amount of free possibilities for action that each player can explore during tasks (e.g., in a 1v1 plus one small goal the ball carrier can dribble the opponent or shoot at goal). Thus, in this case, there is one free option (shout, dribble) in relation to the number of opponents (1) (i.e., d = (1/2*100) = 50%). In comparison with the previous example, in a 2v1 plus one small goal, the difficulty of the task decreases due to the increase in the number of possibilities that the ball carrier can explore (shoot, dribble, or pass to the teammate) in relation to the number of opponents (1) (i.e., d = (1/3*100) = 33%). Regarding task complexity level, this can be better understood from the volume of information that players need to pick up from the environment to support their actions and decisions, which can be generated by the number of players, number of goals, or number of rules of practice tasks (e.g., the level of complexity of the exercise increases with an increase in the number of players or an increase in the number of target goals or even with the definition of corridors or sectors on the field; see Garganta, Guilherme, Barreira, Brito, & Rebelo, 2013; Travassos, 2014). It is important to state that the increase in complexity does not necessarily correspond to an increase in the level of difficulty and vice-versa (Travassos, 2014).

However, there is still a lack of information that highlights how practitioners should better manage task difficulty and complexity levels, considering player age and skill level, as well as information related to which pedagogical strategies can be used to effectively apply a player-centered and game-based teaching and training approach (i.e., which respect the differences related to the intrinsic dynamics of players and that allow them to experience a representative and meaningful learning environment). In this perspective, this study aimed to investigate if players’ tactical skills level and age category influence team performance and players exploratory behavior in tasks with different difficulty levels. With this information, we can provide pedagogical strategies that might guide the design process of representative training tasks in soccer, in an attempt to enhance tactical learning.

Methods

Participants

Forty-eight non-elite youth male soccer players (U15, n = 24, mean age = 13.06 ± 1.53 years; U17, n = 24, mean age = 16.89 ± 0.11 years) were included. Participants were recruited from a sports initiation program and had never previously participated in a systematic training process. A brief explanation of the study procedures was provided, and only the players whose parents signed the free and informed consent, previously approved by the Ethics Committee in Research with Human Beings (N. 73222617.0.0000.5404), participated. All the procedures of this research were in accordance with the Resolution of the National Health Council (466/2012) and the Declaration of Helsinki (2013).

Experimental design

The research experimental design comprises two sequential stages: (a) identification of players skills...
Identification of player tactical skill level

The System of Tactical Assessment in Soccer (FUT-SAT), validated by Costa, Garganta, Greco, Mesquita, and Maia (2011), was used to identify players tactical skill level. The 24 players in both categories played Gk +3vs3+ Gk Small-Sided Games, on a pitch 36 m in length by 27 m in width, for 4 min. This system allows the assessment of player tactical actions with and without ball possession, based on 10 core tactical principles: (a) offensive: penetration, offensive cover, depth mobility, width and length, and offensive unity; (b) defensive: delay, defensive cover, balance, concentration, and defensive unity (Costa, Garganta, Greco, & Mesquita, 2009). The games were conducted in accordance with Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) official rules, with the exception of the offside rule. Players wore vests and shorts with distinctive colors and numbers in order to facilitate their subsequent identification in the video analysis. The test was preceded by a 10-min standardized warm-up.

FUT-SAT comprises three important procedures: (a) observation unit identification, i.e., when a player made at least three consecutive contacts with the ball, or made a positive pass (enables the team to keep ball possession), or when the player shoots to the opponents’ goalpost; (b) next, we evaluated and classified the actions of each player in relation to the core tactical principle performed, the place, and the outcome of the action; (c) the calculation of FUT-SAT variables, such as Tactical efficiency level (TEL), was performed in an Excel for Windows® spreadsheet created specifically for these reasons (for more details, please see Costa et al., 2011). In this perspective, TEL was used as an indicator of player tactical skill level, calculated by the ratio between the percentage of success and the total number of tactical actions performed by each player, expressed in the following equation:

\[
TEL = \frac{\text{percentage of success}}{\text{total number of actions}}
\]

After completion of these procedures, the 24 players in each category were ranked according to their tactical efficiency level: Group 01 – Higher tactical skill level: composed of the eight players with the best results in the test; Group 02 – Intermediate tactical skill level: composed of the players ranked from the ninth to sixteenth position; and Group 03 – Lower tactical skill level: composed of the last eight players who presented the lowest results. In an attempt to confirm the differences between the groups regarding their TELs, a one-way ANOVA test was applied. The results showed that all groups presented statistically significant differences regarding their tactical efficiency level \((p < .05)\).

The FUT-SAT analysis was performed by trained evaluators and the test–retest design was used to observe the reliability of the analysis, respecting a 3-week interval between evaluations in an attempt to avoid task familiarity issues. The analysis of 11% of the overall sample (369 actions) was used for reliability issues, a greater value than the percentage (10%) suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell (2012). Cohen’s Kappa test was used to calculate the coefficient of reliability (Robinson & O’Donoghue, 2007). The intra-observer reliability presented values between 0.846 and 0.900, and the inter-observer reliability presented values between 0.810 and 0.876.

Small-sided and conditioned games with different difficulty levels

Two different training tasks (Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (SSCG)) were performed in Groups 01 and 03, for both age categories: (a) High difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (HD-SSCG); and (b) Low difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (LD-SSCG). To calculate the task difficulty level, the index proposed by Travassos (2014) was used, which considers the relation between the number of opponents in the task and the number of action possibilities of the player with ball possession (i.e., keep the ball, shot at each opponents’ goal, and pass the ball to each teammate):

\[
\text{Difficulty level} = \frac{\text{number of opponents}}{\text{number of action possibilities}}
\]

Teams of both groups (Group 01 and Group 03), in both age categories (U15 and U17), played six SSCGs each, namely three HD-SSCGs and three LD-SSCGs. To minimize the influence of player tactical skill level on team performance, the teams were composed of the same players in all games, grouped within the same group. The HD-SSCGs were performed in a Gk+4vs4 + Gk configuration, which presented an 83.33% difficulty level (the ball carrier could pass the ball to three teammates + the goalkeeper, dribble or shoot at goal/four field opponents + the opponent goalkeeper; see Travassos, 2014). Regarding the LD-SSCGs, a Gk +3vs3+ Gk+3 floaters (players who support both teams in the offensive phase) configuration was used, presenting a 50% difficulty level (the ball carrier could pass the ball to two teammates + the goalkeeper + 3 floaters, dribble or shoot at goal/three field opponents + the opponent goalkeeper). In the LD-SSCGs, players grouped in Group 02 (i.e., who presented an intermediate result in the FUT-SAT analysis) were selected to play as inside floaters (inside playing area). To minimize the effect of floaters on team performance of both groups (Group 01 and Group 03), the top three ranked
players in Group 2 were selected as inside floaters (i.e., 9th, 10th, and 11th positions) and these players participated in both the LD-SSCGs played by Group 01 and those played by Group 03.

Both training tasks (HD-SSCG and LD-SSCG) were performed on the same pitch dimensions (47.72 m x 29.54 m; see Figure 1). The order of games in each training session was randomized and all games had a 10-min duration interspersed by a 10-min interval between them (activity/recovery ratio of 1:1). All official soccer rules, stated by FIFA, were used in both games, with the exception of the offside rule. A 10-min standardized warm-up was performed at the beginning of each training session.

**Analysis of team tactical performance and players’ exploratory behavior**

Tactical performance and exploratory behavior were analyzed through the Offensive Sequences Characterization System (OSCS; see Almeida et al., 2013; Almeida, Ferreira, & Volossovitch, 2012) and Lag Sequential Analysis technique (LSA; see McComas et al., 2009), respectively. All analyses were conducted by two trained evaluators and reliability data are shown below.

**Offensive sequences characterization system (OSCS)**

Proposed by Almeida et al. (2013); (2012), the OSCS was used to characterize the offensive sequences performed by teams during the proposed games, namely HD-SSCG and LD-SSCG. The OSCS method is composed of the following simple and composite performance indicators: duration of ball possession; number of players involved (i.e., players who effectively participated in the offensive sequence through ball touches); number of ball touches (i.e., the overall of ball touches made by all the players involved in the offensive sequence); number of passes (i.e., the overall of positive passes performed by all the players in the offensive sequence); number of shots (i.e.,

---

**Figure 1.** Research experimental design.
the overall shooting to opponent’s goalpost performed in the offensive sequence); players involved/duration of ball possession; ball touches/duration of ball possession; passes/duration of ball possession; ball touches/players involved; passes/players involved; passes/ball touches; and goal/shots.

Regarding the performance indicators of OSCS, we used the Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient to evaluate data reliability. Subsequently, 68 offensive sequences (10% of overall sequences analyzed) were analyzed. The intra-observer reliability presented values between 0.83 and 0.89, and the inter-observer reliability presented values between 0.78 and 0.85.

**Finding team offensive patterns of play using lag sequential analysis (LSA)**

LSA was used to identify the offensive patterns of play performed by teams and players throughout the matches (Anguera, 1997). In this study, LSA was applied to establish the degree of action variability that emerges in the game, taking into consideration the completed pass criterion (i.e., passes that enable the team to maintain ball possession), such as: (a) Criteria 02: Positive short passing (DTpsp) and Positive long passing (DTplp); and (b) Criteria 03: Positive short passing (DPsp) and Positive long passing (DPplp). Since exploratory behavior might be defined as the subsequent realization of a higher number of movement configurations under specific performer-environment system constraints (Torrents et al., 2016), LSA was used to observe the players’ capacity to demonstrate different degrees of variability through passing sequences (namely before and after passing), thus exploring available behavioral modes.

Player action criteria of the SoccerEye observational instrument (Barreira, Garganta, Prudente, & Anguera, 2012) were used to analyze passing offensive patterns, combining field formats with a system of categories (Table 1), namely: (1) Start of the offensive phase/ball recovery (BR); (2) Development of defense/attack transition-state (DT); (3) Progress of Ball Possession (DP); (4) End of the Offensive Phase (F).

For reliability issues, both evaluators analyzed the first 45 min of the 2010 FIFA World Cup final (Spain vs Netherlands) at two different moments, with a 3-week interval. The training of the evaluators was performed using this specific game in an attempt to compare their analysis with a gold standard (analysis performed by SoccerEye’s developer). Thus, the Cohen’s Kappa Index (Cohen, 1960) was used to evaluate the intra and inter-observers reliability of SoccerEye categories. The following values were found: (a) intra-observers: 0.90 < k < 0.95; (b) inter-observers: 0.87 < k < 0.92. SDIS-GSEQ (version 5.1, 2011) software was used to analyze data reliability.

**Statistical analysis**

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Box’s M tests were used to verify data normality and the homogeneity of covariance matrices, respectively, of the simple and composite performance indicators included in OSCS. Mean and standard deviation were used for all simple and composite performance indicators. Since normality assumption was rejected, we opted to analyze each independent variable independently, disregarding the interactions between them. Therefore, Mann–Whitney test was used to identify the main differences between age categories (U15 vs U17), groups of players with different tactical skill level (Group 01 vs Group 03) and games with different difficulty levels (HD-SSCG vs LD-SSCG). Also, we used Cohen’s $d$ to identify the effect size (ES), reported as: negligible effect (ES ≤ 0.15 and <.40); small effect (≥ 0.15 and <.40); medium effect (≥.40 and <.75); large effect (≥.75 and <1.10); very large effect (≥1.10 and <1.45); and huge effect (>1.45; see Thalheimer & Cook, 2002). Statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS 20.0 software.

To analyze team passing offensive patterns, we assumed as a given conduct each of the SoccerEye categories of passing (i.e., DTpsp, DTplp, DPsp, and DPplp; see Table 1). Through LSA, we counted the times that a certain conduct (i.e., target conduct) succeeded and preceded passing actions. Thus, retrospective (Lag –1) and prospective (Lag +1 and Lag +2) analysis were applied to determine the diachronic associations between the pass and the other conducts, in which a higher z-value means stronger associations between the events (z = 2.58; $p < .01$). SDIS-GSEQ (version 5.1, 2011; see Bakeman & Quera, 1995) software was used to perform Lag Sequential Analysis.

**Results**

**Differences between groups of players with different tactical skill levels**

In Table 2 it is possible to observe all $p$ values regarding the comparisons of performance indicators between groups of players with different tactical skill levels. We found that U15 Group 01 presented better offensive efficacy (Goal/Shots) than Group 03 in the LD-SSCGs ($p = .036$ and ES = 0.32 – small effect). Moreover, U17 Group 01 showed higher attacking dynamics (Passes/Ball touches) than Group 03 in the HD-SSCGs ($p = .010$ and ES = 1.13 – very large effect). However, U17 Group 03
Table 1. Players actions categories of SoccerEye observational instrument (Barreira et al., 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Sub-criteria</th>
<th>N° categories</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Start of offensive phase/ball recovery (BR)</td>
<td>1.1 Direct/Dynamic ball recovery 1.2 Indirect/Static ball recovery</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>BRi: Interception; BRt: Tackle; BRgk: Intervention of the goalkeeper in the defensive phase; BRp: Defensive behavior followed by a pass;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Development of defence/attack transition-state (DT)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>BRst: Start/restart of the offensive phase; BRv: Opponent’s violation of the laws of the game; BRc: Corner kick; BRgi: Goal kick; BRdb: Dropped ball; BRti: Throwing-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Progress of Ball Possession (DP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>DTpsp: Positive short passing; DTnsp: Negative short passing; DTlp: Positive long passing; DTnp: Negative Long Passing; DTpc: Positive Crossing; DTncr: Negative Crossing; DTtrb: Running with the ball; DTdc: Ball control; DTdu: Duel; Dts: Shooting; Dtns: Opponent’s intervention with no Success; DTogk: Intervention of the goalkeeper in the offensive phase; DTgkg: Intervention of the goalkeeper in the defensive phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. End of Offensive Phase (F)</td>
<td>4.1 With Efficacy 4.2 With no Efficacy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fws: Wide shot; Fst: Shot on target; Fso: Shot stopped, with no continuation of ball possession; Fgl: Goal; Fid: Loss of ball possession by error of the ball carrier/defender’s intervention; Fgk: Loss of ball possession by intervention of the opponent’s goalkeeper; Fo: Throwing the ball out of the pitch; Fi: Violation of the laws of the game</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

presented a higher rhythm of intervention on the ball (Ball touches/Duration – $p = 0.041$ and $ES = 0.20$ – small effect) and of individual intervention on the ball ($p = 0.033$ and $ES = 0.26$ – small effect), probably related to the higher difficulty level of the proposed task.

**Differences between age categories**

In Table 3, all $p$ values regarding the comparisons of performance indicators between age categories are shown. In the LD-SSCGs, U17 players of Group 01 presented more individual intervention on the ball (Ball touches/Players involved) than U15 players ($p = 0.015$ and $ES = 0.40$ – medium effect), while U15 teams presented higher offensive dynamics in comparison to U17 teams ($p = 0.032$ and $ES = 0.29$ – small effect). Moreover, U17 Group 03 presented more shots performed than U15 ($p = 0.002$ and $ES = 0.50$ – medium effect). In turn, in the HD-SSCGs, U17 Group 01 presented a higher number of players involved ($p < 0.001$ and $ES = 0.57$ – medium effect), ball touches ($p = 0.006$ and $ES = 0.39$ – small effect), and passes performed ($p = 0.002$ and $ES = 0.45$ – medium effect) than U15. It was also possible to observe that U17 Group 01 presented a higher rhythm of intervention on the ball ($p = 0.042$ and $ES = 0.31$ – small effect) and rhythm of passes performed ($p = 0.035$ and $ES = 0.16$ – small effect) than U15. We also found that U17 Group 03 performed more ball touches ($p = 0.024$ and $ES = 0.20$ – small effect) and shots ($p = 0.014$ and $ES = 0.40$ – medium effect) in relation to U15 players, as well as a higher rhythm of intervention on the ball ($p < 0.001$ and $ES = 0.56$ – medium effect) and individual intervention on the ball ($p = 0.020$ and $ES = 0.30$ – small effect). However, U15 Group 03 presented higher offensive dynamics than U17 ($p = 0.012$ and $ES = 0.34$ – small effect).

**Differences between small-sided and conditioned games**

In Table 4, all $p$ values regarding the comparisons of performance indicators between SSCGs are shown. It was possible to observe that the LD-SSCG, the game that includes three floaters, enabled a greater number of players involved in the attacks in all categories and groups (Group 01 of U15 – $p < 0.001$ and $ES = 0.84$ – large effect; Group 03 of U15 – $p = 0.001$ and $ES = 0.57$ – medium effect; Group 01 of U17 – $p = 0.039$ and $ES = 0.41$ – medium effect; and Group 03 of U17 – $p < 0.001$ and $ES = 0.68$ – medium effect). U15 Group 01 teams presented more ball touches in offensive sequences in the LD-SSCG ($p = 0.003$ and $ES = 0.40$ – medium effect), as well as more passes ($p = 0.002$ and $ES = 0.52$ – medium effect) and shots performed ($p = 0.001$ and $ES = 0.54$ – medium effect). It was also possible to observe that U15 Group 01 showed a higher rhythm of intervention on the ball ($p = 0.013$ and $ES = 0.38$ – small effect) and passes completed ($p = 0.011$ and $ES = 0.35$ – small effect) in the LD-SSCG, as well as superior offensive efficacy ($p = 0.042$ and $ES = 0.27$ – small effect). We also observed that U15 Group 03 presented more ball touches in the LD-SSCG ($p = 0.050$ and $ES = 0.23$ – small effect), as well as a higher rhythm of
Table 2. Differences between group of players with Higher tactical skill level (Group 01) and Lower tactical skill level (Group 03) in High difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (HD-SSCG) and in Low difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (LD-SSCG).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Indicators</th>
<th>HD-SSCG</th>
<th>LD-SSCG</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>HD-SSCG</th>
<th>LD-SSCG</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>ES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of Ball Possession (s)</td>
<td>14.58(12.05)</td>
<td>16.60(12.33)</td>
<td>.229</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>16.36(12.44)</td>
<td>16.29(10.11)</td>
<td>.476</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Players Involved</td>
<td>2.34(1.10)</td>
<td>2.68(1.08)</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>3.40(1.43)</td>
<td>3.34(1.25)</td>
<td>.956</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball Touches</td>
<td>7.34(5.73)</td>
<td>8.54(6.34)</td>
<td>.193</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>9.95(7.34)</td>
<td>9.83(5.14)</td>
<td>.483</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes</td>
<td>3.20(1.91)</td>
<td>3.02(4.21)</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>3.56(2.64)</td>
<td>3.59(2.33)</td>
<td>.570</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shots</td>
<td>0.30(0.53)</td>
<td>0.27(0.47)</td>
<td>.829</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>0.46(0.73)</td>
<td>0.47(0.67)</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Players Involved/Duration</td>
<td>0.23(0.14)</td>
<td>0.23(0.15)</td>
<td>.857</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>0.27(0.16)</td>
<td>0.24(0.10)</td>
<td>.393</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball Touches/Duration</td>
<td>0.58(0.25)</td>
<td>0.58(0.25)</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>0.67(0.23)</td>
<td>0.65(0.20)</td>
<td>.865</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes/Duration</td>
<td>0.20(0.15)</td>
<td>0.19(0.10)</td>
<td>.781</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>0.25(0.14)</td>
<td>0.23(0.10)</td>
<td>.775</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball Touches/Players Involved</td>
<td>3.02(1.53)</td>
<td>3.06(1.62)</td>
<td>.960</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>2.83(1.27)</td>
<td>2.98(1.26)</td>
<td>.465</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes/Players Involved</td>
<td>0.95(0.54)</td>
<td>1.02(0.56)</td>
<td>.498</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>0.98(0.39)</td>
<td>1.02(0.49)</td>
<td>.698</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes/Ball Touches</td>
<td>0.38(0.26)</td>
<td>0.39(0.25)</td>
<td>.600</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>0.38(0.17)</td>
<td>0.37(0.17)</td>
<td>.809</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal/Shots</td>
<td>0.10(0.30)</td>
<td>0.11(0.32)</td>
<td>.848</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.19(0.38)</td>
<td>0.10(0.27)</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant effects (p ≤ 0.05); a Negligible effect; b Small effect; c Very large effect.

Table 3. Differences between age categories in the High difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (HD-SSCG) and in the Low difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (LD-SSCG).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Indicators</th>
<th>HD-SSCG</th>
<th>LD-SSCG</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>HD-SSCG</th>
<th>LD-SSCG</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>ES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of Ball Possession (s)</td>
<td>14.58(12.05)</td>
<td>16.38(13.07)</td>
<td>.165</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>16.36(12.44)</td>
<td>19.27(15.35)</td>
<td>.383</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Players Involved</td>
<td>2.34(1.10)</td>
<td>2.98(1.14)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>3.40(1.43)</td>
<td>3.54(1.65)</td>
<td>.745</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball Touches</td>
<td>7.34(5.73)</td>
<td>9.74(6.82)</td>
<td>.006*</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>9.95(7.34)</td>
<td>12.02(8.59)</td>
<td>.148</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes</td>
<td>3.20(1.91)</td>
<td>3.37(2.39)</td>
<td>.002*</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>3.56(2.64)</td>
<td>3.86(2.87)</td>
<td>.536</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shots</td>
<td>0.30(0.53)</td>
<td>0.45(0.61)</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>0.64(0.73)</td>
<td>0.68(0.80)</td>
<td>.916</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Players Involved/Duration</td>
<td>0.23(0.14)</td>
<td>0.25(0.13)</td>
<td>.425</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>0.27(0.16)</td>
<td>0.26(0.33)</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball Touches/Duration</td>
<td>0.58(0.25)</td>
<td>0.66(0.27)</td>
<td>.042*</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>0.67(0.23)</td>
<td>0.79(1.70)</td>
<td>.544</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes/Duration</td>
<td>0.20(0.15)</td>
<td>0.22(0.10)</td>
<td>.015*</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>0.25(0.14)</td>
<td>0.24(0.33)</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball Touches/Players Involved</td>
<td>3.02(1.53)</td>
<td>3.14(1.65)</td>
<td>.736</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>2.83(1.27)</td>
<td>3.36(1.41)</td>
<td>.015*</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes/Players Involved</td>
<td>0.95(0.54)</td>
<td>1.03(0.52)</td>
<td>.321</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>0.98(0.39)</td>
<td>0.97(0.43)</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes/Ball Touches</td>
<td>0.38(0.26)</td>
<td>0.37(0.19)</td>
<td>.490</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>0.38(0.17)</td>
<td>0.33(0.18)</td>
<td>.032*</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal/Shots</td>
<td>0.10(0.30)</td>
<td>0.14(0.35)</td>
<td>.357</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>0.19(0.38)</td>
<td>0.15(0.35)</td>
<td>.431</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant effects (p ≤ 0.05); a Negligible effect; b Small effect; c Medium effect.
intervention on the ball (p = .009 and ES = 0.31 – small effect), and of passes completed (p = .045 and ES = 0.40 – medium effect). U17 Group 01 presented higher offensive dynamics in the HD-SSCG (p = .036 and ES = 0.22 – small effect), and U17 Group 03 performed more passes (p = .016 and ES = 0.44 – medium effect) and shots (p = .004 and ES = 0.46 – medium effect) in the LD-SSCG.

**Analysis of players’ exploratory behavior**

In order to analyze exploratory behavior (i.e., player capacity to explore different movement configurations), LSA was applied to identify the variability of player actions related to passes completed (Table 5). In the lag −1 column, i.e., actions that occurred before the pass, we can observe the conducts (target conduct column) that induce the emergence of passing actions, while the Lag +1 and Lag +2 columns identify the actions that succeed completed passes. Using this technique, it is possible to highlight the Small-Sided and Conditioned Games (HD-SSCG and LD-SSCG) that stimulate the emergence of a higher variability of actions in different groups (Group 01 and Group 03) and age categories (U17 and U15).

Regarding the differences between groups of players with different tactical skill levels (Group 01 and Group 03), we found that the HD-SSCG stimulated the emergence of a higher number of actions performed by U15 Group 01 at Lag +2. After ball control actions (Lag +1 in both Groups), we also found a high probability of the occurrence of crossing (DPcr: z = 3.61 and p < .001), running with the ball (DTrb: z = 3.61 and p < .001), and shot (Dps: z = 2.78 and p < .001) actions in teams composed of players with higher tactical skill levels in the HD-SSCG. In games with lower difficulty levels, U15 Group 01 presented a higher number of actions performed than U15 Group 03, mainly at Lag −1 (behaviors that precede passes completed) and Lag +1 (behaviors that succeed passes completed). In the U17 age category, players with a higher tactical skill level demonstrated a higher capacity to solve game problems in the LD-SSCG, since this task stimulated the emergence of a higher number of actions.

We also observed interesting differences between age categories. In general, U17 players explored a higher number of action possibilities through passing sequences in both tasks (HD-SSCG and LD-SSCG). In addition, U17 players of both groups seemed to adapt better to tactical constraints promoted by tasks with higher difficulty level (HD-SSCG), since we observed at Lag +1 that those players were able to perform first-pass exchanges more frequently (Group 01: z = .278...
Table 5. Teams passing offensive patterns performed by U15 and U17 categories in tasks with different difficulty levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Tasks with different difficulty levels</th>
<th>Higher tactical skill level</th>
<th>Lower tactical skill level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lag −1</td>
<td>Lag 0</td>
<td>Lag +1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U15 High difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 4.93)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 4.14)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTbc (z = 3.30)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 3.21)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 3.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.14)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.21)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPplp (z = 3.14)</td>
<td>DPplp (z = 3.21)</td>
<td>DPplp (z = 3.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.52)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.52)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTbc (z = 4.24)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 4.24)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 4.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPbc (z = 4.24)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 4.24)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 4.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPplp (z = 4.24)</td>
<td>DPplp (z = 4.24)</td>
<td>DPplp (z = 4.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 2.98)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 2.98)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 2.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTbc (z = 3.36)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 3.36)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 3.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.36)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.36)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPplp (z = 3.36)</td>
<td>DPplp (z = 3.36)</td>
<td>DPplp (z = 3.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U17 High difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.84)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.84)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTbc (z = 6.5)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 6.5)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTns (z = 2.96)</td>
<td>DTns (z = 2.96)</td>
<td>DTns (z = 2.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPbc (z = 2.91)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 2.91)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 2.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPplp (z = 2.91)</td>
<td>DPplp (z = 2.91)</td>
<td>DPplp (z = 2.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPbc (z = 4.17)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 4.17)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 4.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low difficulty Small-Sided and Conditioned Games</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.78)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.78)</td>
<td>DTpsp (z = 3.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTbc (z = 9.18)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 9.18)</td>
<td>DTbc (z = 9.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTncr (z = 3.04)</td>
<td>DTncr (z = 3.04)</td>
<td>DTncr (z = 3.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPncr (z = 4.53)</td>
<td>DPncr (z = 4.53)</td>
<td>DPncr (z = 4.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.16)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.16)</td>
<td>DPbc (z = 3.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Lag −1 = Time-event that precede passing actions; Lag +1 and Lag +2 = Time-events that succeed passing actions; DTpsp: Positive short passing; DTnsp: Negative short passing; DTplp: Positive long passing; DTpcr: Positive Crossing; DTrb: Running with the ball; DTd: Dribbling (1x1); DTbc: Ball control; DTs: Shooting; DTns: Opponent’s intervention with no success; DTogk: Intervention of the goalkeeper in the offensive phase; DTdgk: Intervention of the goalkeeper in the defensive phase; DPpsp: Positive Short passing; DPNsp: Negative Short passing; DPPplp: Positive Long Passing; DPpcr: Positive Crossing; DPncr: Negative Crossing; DPrb: Running with the ball; DPd: Dribbling (1x1); DPPbc: Ball control; DPs: Shooting; DPns: Opponent’s intervention with no success; DPdgk: Intervention of the goalkeeper in the defensive phase.
and \( p < .001 \); Group 03: \( z = 3.66 \) and \( p < .001 \), and also presented a higher probability of scoring goals (Group 01: \( z = 2.82 \) and \( p < .001 \)).

Regarding information about tasks with different difficulty levels, it was possible to note that the LD-SSCG stimulated higher variability of actions in U15 players (both Group 01 and Group 03). In Group 01, higher movement configurations that indicate both individual (e.g., running with the ball category – DTpsp/DPpsp: \( z = 4.24 \) and \( z = 4.64 \), respectively) and collective actions (e.g., passing – DTpsp: \( z = 3.52 \); and ball control – DTbc/DPbc: \( z = 4.25 \) and \( z = 3.57 \), respectively) were found at Lag –1 in the LD-SSCG. The presence of conducts such as ball control (DTbc/DPbc) and running with the ball (DTrb/DPrb) at both Lag+1 and Lag-1, as well as the absence of behaviors that indicate passing actions (DTpsp/DTplp or DP/psp/DPplp), might also indicate that these players presented greater difficulty in adopting a more collective game in these conditions. "Positive short passing" conducts were also found at Lag +1 in both Groups (Group 01 and Group 03) in the LD-SSCG (Group 01: DTpsp/DPpsp – \( z = 3.52 \) and 2.44, respectively; Group 03: DPpsp – \( z = 3.06 \)), indicating that teams were able to exchange first-passes more frequently than in the HD-SSCG. Regarding the U17 age category, it was possible to note that tasks with a high difficulty level do not seem to inhibit player exploratory behavior, since players presented a higher number of emerging actions.

**Discussion**

The present research aimed to investigate if player tactical skill levels and age influence team tactical performance and player exploratory behavior in tasks with different difficulty levels. Through the results obtained in the present study, we highlight that practitioners must consider age category, player tactical skill level, and task difficulty level for representative training task design, in an attempt to promote a player-centered and game-based approach. Thus, in order to better understand the practical implications of this research, namely related to the design of representative training tasks and training session organization based on the differences between player tactical skill levels and age, we have organized the discussion into two main topics: (a) Differences between age categories and groups composed of players with different tactical skill levels; (b) Differences between training tasks with different difficulty levels.

**Differences between age categories and groups composed of players with different tactical skill levels**

U15 Group 01 presented a superior attacking efficacy in comparison to Group 03 in the LD-SSCG, showing that teams composed of players with a higher tactical skill level achieved task goals more frequently. Moreover, U17 Group 01 presented higher offensive dynamics than Group 03 in the HD-SSCG, indicating that teams composed of players with a higher tactical skill level were able to present faster passes exchange, better dealing with the high task difficulty level. It was also possible to observe that U17 players with a lower tactical skill level demonstrated a higher rhythm of intervention on the ball in the HD-SSCG, as well as higher player participation, indicating that these players presented greater difficulty in dealing with task demands with a higher difficulty level. Importantly, we also found that Group 01 in both categories showed a higher variability of player actions in both tasks (HD-SSCG and LD-SSCG). Thus, players with higher tactical skill levels demonstrated a greater capacity to vary their actions throughout the different tasks, that is, higher calibration to different game contexts.

Several researchers have also found an influence of players’ skills levels on team performance. In a recent systematic review, Aquino, Puggina, Alves, and Garganta (2017) highlighted several studies that observed the influence of competitive level on player and team performance. Thus, the results of this study corroborate with those findings, since we also found an influence of player skill level on team performance and player exploratory behavior in tasks with different difficulty levels. In this perspective, Almeida et al. (2013) found that teams composed of players with more time engaged in deliberate practice demonstrated longer offensive sequences, a higher number of players involved and ball touches during the attack, as well as more passes completed, while teams composed of players with no deliberate practice experience presented faster offensive sequences and used predominantly individual actions to unbalance the opponent defensive organization. Dellal et al. (2011) observed that player competitive level influences performance in different SSCGs, both physical and technical activities, as well as physiological responses. The authors found that amateur players (playing in the fourth French division) presented a lower percentage of passes completed and a higher amount of ball possession lost than international players (professional).
Our results also corroborate the findings of Silva et al. (2014), since the authors observed that skillful players demonstrated better exploratory performance in overloaded situations, in an attempt to pressure the opponent team and create scoring opportunities. Thus, our findings are in line with previous research, since it was possible to observe that Group 01, both U15 and U17 age categories, better managed the task difficulty level presented by the HD-SSCG, since they presented higher offensive efficacy (U15 Group 01), as well as a higher rhythm of ball intervention, offensive dynamics, and more individual contribution in ball intervention (U17 Group 01). These results support the need for practitioners to carefully manipulate key task constraints in order to better adapt them to their players’ skill levels.

Moreover, team performance and player exploratory behavior in different SSCGs were also affected by player age. In the LD-SSCG, U17 players of Group 01 intervened more on the ball than U15 players of Group 01 and that U17 Group 03 presented a higher number of shots performed than U15 Group 03. This information might indicate that U17 players participated actively more frequently and created more scoring opportunities than U15 players. In addition, U15 Group 01 presented higher offensive dynamics than U17, corroborating the findings of Folgado et al. (2014), who observed that the youngest players presented a faster approach to the opponent’s target through length dispersion on the field. In high difficulty tasks (HD-SSCG), we found that the U17 Group 01 also presented a higher number of players involved, ball touches, and passes completed in offensive sequences, as well as a higher rhythm of ball circulation and ball intervention. Moreover, U17 Group 03 performed more shots and had greater intervention on the ball (Ball touches/Players involved). Therefore, in general, U17 groups presented better performance than U15.

With regard to player exploratory behaviors, U17 groups presented a greater number of actions that tend to precede and succeed the passes completed, showing greater variability of actions, both individual (e.g., dribbling – DTd/DpD and running with the ball – DTrb/DPrb, etc.) and collective actions (e.g., passing – DTpsp/DpPsp, passing to team’s goalkeeper – Dtgk, etc.). In addition, it was also interesting to observe that U17 players of both groups exchanged first-passes more frequently than U15 (i.e., DTpsp/DpPsp found at Lag –1 and Lag +1) in tasks with a higher difficulty level, showing that they could better manage task difficulty level.

Several studies have also highlighted the influence of age on team and player tactical behavior. In this sense, Folgado et al. (2014) found a significant effect for individual (age) and task constraints (number of players). The authors observed a higher distance between the teams’ centroid at Gk+3vs3+ Gk SSCGs for the oldest group, probably as a result of a more balanced dispersion through the field. In addition, Olthof et al. (2015) found that the older group (U19) presented a wider dispersion through the field in order to create space and unbalance the opponent’s defensive organization.

The present study seems important to support practitioners to better design representative training tasks, attending to player age and skill levels. Moreover, this study aimed to investigate how player’s constraint (age and skill level) and task constraint affect team tactical performance and player exploratory behavior. However, it is also important to highlight that we sought to investigate player skill level by grouping players according to their tactical skill level, since other studies sought to determine player skill level according to the time engaged in deliberate practice (Almeida et al., 2013), or their competitive performance level (i.e., if they competed in national level or in regional level; see Silva et al., 2014), or even if they were professional or amateurs (Dellal et al., 2011).

Nevertheless, we argue that, to promote effective training session organization and task design, the identification of player skill levels needs to be more precise, possibly through tactical assessment tools validated in the literature, such as FUT-SAT, GPET, or others (González-Villora, Serra-Olivares, Pastor-Vicedo, & Costa, 2015). If practitioners have no access to these assessment tools, they can use other proposals. For example, Garganta et al. (2013) suggest that player skill level can be assessed through specific indicators, such as player relation with the ball, player identification with the goal of the game, positional organization in different phases of the game, and collective dynamics. Thus, four skill levels were proposed: basic, elementary, intermediate, and specialization levels. Importantly, practitioners must consider player skill level for representative training task design, besides age, and for this they must be able to identify these levels, even through the use of a more subjective assessment tool.

**Differences between the training tasks with different difficulty levels**

In this research, we found that the index proposed by Travassos (2014) to manipulate task difficulty level seems to be effective, since we observed major differences between tasks with different difficulty levels,
regardless of age category and player tactical skill levels. Thus, this could be an extremely useful tool, especially for beginner practitioners, to design representative training tasks appropriate to player age and skill level.

Thus, we found that tasks with a lower difficulty level (LD-SSCG) presented, in general, a higher number of players involved and ball touches in offensive sequences, as well as more passes and shots performed. In addition, U15 teams performed more ball touch passes and shots in the LD-SSCG, as well as a higher rhythm of intervention on the ball. They also presented a higher rhythm of ball circulation and better offensive efficacy in the LD-SSCG. Players with a lower tactical skill level (Group 03) also performed more ball touches in the LD-SSCG, as well as presenting a higher rhythm of ball intervention and circulation. We also observed that U17 Group 03 showed more passes and shots performed in the LD-SSCG.

However, it was also interesting to note that U17 Group 01 presented higher offensive dynamics in the HD-SSCG. Therefore, it is probable these players already have the capacity to deal more effectively with game problems that emerge in tasks with a higher difficulty level. Another interesting finding was that U17 Group 01 only presented significant differences for two performance indicators, also indicating that this group probably better managed the task difficulty level in the HD-SSCG. As well as presenting a higher number of players involved, which was already expected due to the presence of floaters, they were able to present higher offensive dynamics in the HD-SSCG.

In general, these results were already expected, since we decreased task difficulty level by introducing three floaters in the game. Through specific performance indicators used in the present study, such as Passes and Ball touches, we observed that the LD-SSCG stimulates teams to keep ball possession, since these games enabled a greater number of passes and ball touches, corroborating with Padilha, Guilherme, Serra-Olivares, Roca, and Teoldo (2017). Other research has also found that the presence of inside or outside floaters stimulates teams to keep ball possession (Castellano, Silva, Usabiaga, & Barreira, 2016). Travassos, Vilar, Araújo, and McGarry (2014) observed that SSCGs with numerical offensive superiority stimulate a higher distance between the geometric center of the attacking-defending teams. This happens because players in the defense phase and at a numerical disadvantage tend to move back in the direction of their own goalpost, in an attempt to protect important areas of the pitch that represent more danger to their team (Travassos et al., 2014). Thus, this greater distance between players of both teams provided the ball carrier with more time and space to perform their actions. Moreover, the higher number of possibilities of action in the LD-SSCG, due to the presence of floaters, could have contributed to the enhancement in team performance.

Regarding the differences between team and players’ exploratory behaviors in both tasks, we found that, in general, tasks with a lower difficulty level stimulate more variability in player actions, enhancing the emergence of exploratory behavior. Also investigating players’ exploratory behavior in SSCGs with numerical imbalance, Torrents et al. (2016) found that players presented more exploratory behavior in underloaded game scenarios, when compared to overloaded situations, indicating that tasks with a higher difficulty level stimulate players to explore more tactical/technical actions. However, the authors argue that extremely difficult game situations might also lead players to perform less variety of actions, inhibiting exploratory behavior, and this assumption is in line with our findings, since we observed that LD-SSCGs stimulate more exploratory behavior. It is also important to highlight that in the LD-SSCG we analyze teams and players in the offensive phase, that is, only at a numerical advantage, where they were able to perform a large variety of behaviors, exploring both individual and collective tactical/technical actions.

Therefore, through these results, we can highlight that the strategy used by Travassos (2014) to measure task difficulty levels can easily be adopted by practitioners in order to design representative tasks with appropriate levels of difficulty according to player skill levels. However, an important issue must be highlighted here: there is no reference value to classify a task in relation to its difficulty level. Through our results it was possible to note, for example, that the U17 players were able to better handle the difficulty level in the HD-SSCG, indicating that this task might present an appropriate difficulty level for these players. Therefore, considering that greater exploratory behavior may contribute to the improvement in player performance and the development of their ability to find different movement solutions to the game problems, an exploratory behavior analysis could be used to measure the level of appropriateness of the task to player skill level and age. In this perspective, more research is needed to identify which variable can accurately identify the degree of adaptation of the task difficulty level to player skill level and age.
Conclusion

We conclude that team performance and players’ exploratory behaviors are affected by player’s age and tactical skill level, as well as by task difficulty level. In general, teams composed of players with a higher tactical skill level presented better performance and more exploratory behavior than teams composed of players with a lower tactical skill level. We also observed that the oldest players presented better performance and more exploratory behavior. Regarding tasks with different difficulty levels, we conclude that tasks with a lower difficulty level stimulate teams and players to give better performance, as well as presenting a better exploratory behavior.

Therefore, these results provide practitioners with important insights on how they can better organize their training sessions, as well as how to design appropriate training tasks with an appropriate level of difficulty to player age and skill level. In addition, the pedagogical strategy used in this research, regarding the creation of subgroups of players according to their skill levels to design appropriate training tasks for both of them, can be used to provide an effective learning environment through a player-centered and game-based approach.

What does this article add?

Understanding the need to provide players with representative learning environments, this research offers important information to practitioners in order to assist them in the implementation of a player-centered and game-based process. This study demonstrated the need for practitioners to accurately identify their players’ skill level and to carefully manage the task difficulty levels in an attempt to adapt them to players’ needs and capacities. The present study also showed that considering only age as an assumption to design representative tasks can be a mistake, since within the same age category, practitioners may have players with different skill levels. Thus, pedagogical strategies are necessary so that practitioners can better plan training sessions and design representative tasks with appropriate difficulty and complexity levels for the different groups of players. Using the tools presented and tested in this work, practitioners will be able to organize their players within groups with different skill levels and provide representative training tasks with appropriate difficulty levels, in order to improve players’ performance. In addition, we support exploratory behavior analysis to measure how training task difficulty level is appropriate to a player’s intrinsic dynamics. For this, the present study was the first to use Lag Sequential Analysis to investigate player exploratory behavior, indicating that this technique can be used to measure the appropriateness of task level to player skill levels.
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